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Making a Difference
Phil Bagge
Computing Inspector/Advisor HIAS
CAS Master Teacher
Teacher Otterbourne Primary
& Ringwood Junior Schools
Author code-it.co.uk resources
Author How to teach primary programming using Scratch
Author Crumble Creations (out soon)
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Exploring the place of
programming concepts
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Computational Thinking Key Skills
• Abstraction
• Algorithmic thinking
• Algorithmic evaluation
• Decomposition
• Generalisation

Focus on one part of the problem by
excluding other parts that are irrelevant
to the part we are working on

Think through
steps or rules to
achieve something
Which algorithm is
best, most efficient?

Break problem up
into parts and solve
parts separately
Adapt solution from
one problem to solve
something else
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Primary Computational Thinking
• Abstraction
• Algorithmic thinking
• Algorithmic evaluation
• Decomposition
• Generalisation

Focus on one part of the problem by
excluding other parts that are irrelevant
to the part we are working on
KS3+

KS2+

Think through
steps or rules to
achieve something
Which algorithm is
best, most efficient?

Break problem up
into parts and solve
parts separately
KS2+
Adapt solution from
one problem to solve
something else

http://code-it.co.uk/attitudes/

I don’t just accept
the first solution

I recognise there is more than
one way to solve/describe a
problem

Handles
Ambiguity

I can evaluate my solutions
against a set criteria

I can design criteria to
evaluate my creations
I can contribute useful
ideas to a partner or
group

I can break complex
Open Ended
Problem Solver problems into parts
I can discover/concentrate
on the most important
part of a problem
Copes with I can identify patterns in
Complexity problems and solutions

Evaluates

I can encourage others
to share their ideas

Adapts
Communicates

Problem
Solving
Attitudes

I look for a range of solutions
to the same problem
I look for how a project
can be extended

I lead using all the people
talent in my group
I learn from setbacks and
don’t let them put me off

Investigates

I can adapt existing ideas
to solve new problems
I can develop, test and debug
until a product is refined
I make predictions
about what will happen

Perseveres

I can persevere even if the
solution is not obvious

I repeatedly experiment through
predicting, making, testing &
debugging

Adapted from a problem solving rubric created by Mark Dorling & Thomas Stephens

Programming
Concepts

Computational
Thinking

Algorithmic
Thinking

Computational
Attitudes

Investigates

Computational
Thinking

Programming
Concepts

Have we ignored programming
concepts or at best relegated
these to second class status?

Going back to looking
at programming
concepts in detail
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Sequence –A set of instructions that follow each
other
Output –Information comes out of a program
Sound output–Notes & sounds
Text output –Dialogue box
Graphical output–Line & colour
Sprite output -Costumes, location, size, colour

Repetition –Instructions that repeat (loop)
Repeat x times –Instructions that repeat (loop) a
set number of times
Forever Loop –Loops that once started will not
stop until the program or script ends
Nested Loops –Loops inside loops
Condition ends loop -Loops that once started will
not stop until a condition is met
Conditional Selection –Programming that starts,
stops or is affected by a condition
Condition starts action
Condition stops action
Condition switches between actions
Condition ends loop
Boolean Operatives
OR –out of two or more conditions only one
needs to be met to start something.
AND –Two or more conditions need to be met
to start something.
NOT –Reverses a condition

Input -Information goes into a program
Click input –Click or touch to input information
Key input –Press a key to input information
Text input –Type to input information

Variable -can only store one value at a time – a
number or a string.
Number or string –String is any combination of
numbers, text and symbols
Set the variable –Empty the variable and give it a
new value
Change the variable –Adapt the value in the
variable (sometimes through maths
operations)
Change the variable in a loop –Adapt the
variable using a loop

Procedure -Code designed to do something useful
that can be used (run) many times.
Simple procedure –Unchangeable code that can be
run lots of times
Adaptable procedure –Adaptable code that can be
run lots of times
Work Flow –The order of operation across many
scripts, sprites or the stage
Broadcast to another script
Broadcast to many scripts
Broadcast to broadcast

KS1 NC
KS2 NC
KS2 Best Practice
KS2 Extension KS3 NC

List
Add to a list –Add a new value to a list
Remove from a list –Remove a value from a list
Choose randomly from a list
Check to see if in the list –Check to see if a value is
in a list

This is my Scratch
primary
programming
concept group best
fit progression
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Sequence –A set of instructions that follow each
other
Output –Information comes out of a program
Sound output–Notes & sounds
Text output –Dialogue box
Graphical output–Line & colour
Sprite output -Costumes, location, size, colour

Repetition –Instructions that repeat (loop)
Repeat x times –Instructions that repeat (loop) a
set number of times
Forever Loop –Loops that once started will not
stop until the program or script ends
Nested Loops –Loops inside loops
Condition ends loop -Loops that once started will
not stop until a condition is met
Conditional Selection –Programming that starts,
stops or is affected by a condition
Condition starts action
Condition stops action
Condition ends loop
Boolean Operatives
OR –out of two or more conditions only one
needs to be met to start something.
AND –Two or more conditions need to be met
to start something.
NOT –Reverses a condition

Input -Information goes into a program
Click input –Click or touch to input information
Key input –Press a key to input information
Text input –Type to input information

Variable -can only store one value at a time – a
number or a string.
Number or string –String is any combination of
numbers, text and symbols
Set the variable –Empty the variable and give it a
new value
Change the variable –Adapt the value in the
variable (sometimes through maths
operations)
Change the variable in a loop –Adapt the
variable using a loop

Procedure -Code designed to do something useful
that can be used (run) many times.
Simple procedure –Unchangeable code that can be
run lots of times
Adaptable procedure –Adaptable code that can be
run lots of times
Work Flow –The order of operation across many
scripts, sprites or the stage
Broadcast to another script
Broadcast to many scripts
Broadcast to broadcast

KS1 NC
KS2 NC
KS2 Best Practice
KS2 Extension KS3 NC

List
Add to a list –Add a new value to a list
Remove from a list –Remove a value from a list
Choose randomly from a list
Check to see if in the list –Check to see if a value is
in a list

Magic Carpet
Game
Year 3
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Sequence –A set of instructions that follow each
other
Output –Information comes out of a program
Sound output–Notes & sounds
Text output –Dialogue box
Graphical output–Line & colour
Sprite output -Costumes, location, size, colour

Repetition –Instructions that repeat (loop)
Repeat x times –Instructions that repeat (loop) a
set number of times
Forever Loop –Loops that once started will not
stop until the program or script ends
Nested Loops –Loops inside loops
Condition ends loop -Loops that once started will
not stop until a condition is met
Conditional Selection –Programming that starts,
stops or is affected by a condition
Condition starts action
Condition stops action
Condition ends loop
Boolean Operatives
OR –out of two or more conditions only one
needs to be met to start something.
AND –Two or more conditions need to be met
to start something.
NOT –Reverses a condition

Input -Information goes into a program
Click input –Click or touch to input information
Key input –Press a key to input information
Text input –Type to input information

Variable -can only store one value at a time – a
number or a string.
Number or string –String is any combination of
numbers, text and symbols
Set the variable –Empty the variable and give it a
new value
Change the variable –Adapt the value in the
variable (sometimes through maths
operations)
Change the variable in a loop –Adapt the
variable using a loop

Procedure -Code designed to do something useful
that can be used (run) many times.
Simple procedure –Unchangeable code that can be
run lots of times
Adaptable procedure –Adaptable code that can be
run lots of times
Work Flow –The order of operation across many
scripts, sprites or the stage
Broadcast to another script
Broadcast to many scripts
Broadcast to broadcast

KS1 NC
KS2 NC
KS2 Best Practice
KS2 Extension KS3 NC

List
Add to a list –Add a new value to a list
Remove from a list –Remove a value from a list
Choose randomly from a list
Check to see if in the list –Check to see if a value is
in a list

Slug Trail Game
Year 4
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Sequence –A set of instructions that follow each
other
Output –Information comes out of a program
Sound output–Notes & sounds
Text output –Dialogue box
Graphical output–Line & colour
Sprite output -Costumes, location, size, colour

Repetition –Instructions that repeat (loop)
Repeat x times –Instructions that repeat (loop) a
set number of times
Forever Loop –Loops that once started will not
stop until the program or script ends
Nested Loops –Loops inside loops
Condition ends loop -Loops that once started will
not stop until a condition is met
Conditional Selection –Programming that starts,
stops or is affected by a condition
Condition starts action
Condition stops action
Condition ends loop
Boolean Operatives
OR –out of two or more conditions only one
needs to be met to start something.
AND –Two or more conditions need to be met
to start something.
NOT –Reverses a condition

Input -Information goes into a program
Click input –Click or touch to input information
Key input –Press a key to input information
Text input –Type to input information

Variable -can only store one value at a time – a
number or a string.
Number or string –String is any combination of
numbers, text and symbols
Set the variable –Empty the variable and give it a
new value
Change the variable –Adapt the value in the
variable (sometimes through maths
operations)
Change the variable in a loop –Adapt the
variable using a loop

Procedure -Code designed to do something useful
that can be used (run) many times.
Simple procedure –Unchangeable code that can be
run lots of times
Adaptable procedure –Adaptable code that can be
run lots of times
Work Flow –The order of operation across many
scripts, sprites or the stage
Broadcast to another script
Broadcast to many scripts
Broadcast to broadcast

KS1 NC
KS2 NC
KS2 Best Practice
KS2 Extension KS3 NC

List
Add to a list –Add a new value to a list
Remove from a list –Remove a value from a list
Choose randomly from a list
Check to see if in the list –Check to see if a value is
in a list

Counting
Machine
Year 5
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Sequence –A set of instructions that follow each
other
Output –Information comes out of a program
Sound output–Notes & sounds
Text output –Dialogue box
Graphical output–Line & colour
Sprite output -Costumes, location, size, colour

Repetition –Instructions that repeat (loop)
Repeat x times –Instructions that repeat (loop) a
set number of times
Forever Loop –Loops that once started will not
stop until the program or script ends
Nested Loops –Loops inside loops
Condition ends loop -Loops that once started will
not stop until a condition is met
Conditional Selection –Programming that starts,
stops or is affected by a condition
Condition starts action
Condition stops action
Condition switches between actions
Condition ends loop
Boolean Operatives
OR –out of two or more conditions only one
needs to be met to start something.
AND –Two or more conditions need to be met
to start something.
NOT –Reverses a condition

Input -Information goes into a program
Click input –Click or touch to input information
Key input –Press a key to input information
Text input –Type to input information

Variable -can only store one value at a time – a
number or a string.
Number or string –String is any combination of
numbers, text and symbols
Set the variable –Empty the variable and give it a
new value
Change the variable –Adapt the value in the
variable (sometimes through maths
operations)
Change the variable in a loop –Adapt the
variable using a loop

Procedure -Code designed to do something useful
that can be used (run) many times.
Simple procedure –Unchangeable code that can be
run lots of times
Adaptable procedure –Adaptable code that can be
run lots of times
Work Flow –The order of operation across many
scripts, sprites or the stage
Broadcast to another script
Broadcast to many scripts
Broadcast to broadcast

KS1 NC
KS2 NC
KS2 Best Practice
KS2 Extension KS3 NC

List
Add to a list –Add a new value to a list
Remove from a list –Remove a value from a list
Choose randomly from a list
Check to see if in the list –Check to see if a value is
in a list

Build your own
game
Year 6

Rewrite 2D shapes planning to
include nested loops

Helped with first time
usage success and
prediction

Abstracted
Programming

Programming

Rewrite 2D shapes planning to include non
adaptable and adaptable procedures
Pupils able to use these but I
am not sure they are totally
able to explain how they
work.

Rewrite Maths Quiz to include procedures

Pupils able to use these but
again not all are able to
explain how.

Learning from programming concepts
Program

Plan for a project

Write
Roleplay
Concept

http://code-it.co.uk/mathsquiz3

Learning from programming concepts
Natural progression from these ideas outside programming
into programming constructs
Programming Input

Information input through
typing into a box.
Information goes into the
answer block.

Learning from programming concepts
From everyday to abstract version to programming

If you are tired
Get some sleep
Else (opposite)
Stay awake

Everyday human
conditional selection

Abstract Programming
conditional selection

Programming
conditional selection

Formative Assessment
From everyday to abstract version to programming

Corrective Here

If you are tired
Get some sleep
Else (opposite)
Stay awake

Corrective Here

This is really useful for
formative assessment
If Problem is here

Formative Assessment Cards
Abstract Programming to Real Programming Examples

http://code-it.co.uk/mathsquiz3

Formative Assessment Cards
Investigating if text examples are easier starting point before Abstract Programming into Real Programming Examples

Learning from programming concepts
There is value in simple algorithmic notation

Many pupils imitate it

STEaM
Computing
DT &
Computing
(Next
Session)
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Seesaw
Online portfolio
Blogging
Sharing with parents
Assessment

https://web.seesaw.me

Free to use the basics
Cheap to extend
Simple enough for primary (logon
with QR codes
)

Skype in the Classroom
• Virtual Field Trips
• Visiting an Elephant Sanctuary
• Learning about animal adaptations

• Visit Lisbon Zoo
• Chat to a Yellowstone Park Ranger
• Visit the Intrepid Sea, Air and Space Museum
• Take a tour around World War II bunkers and shelters

www.skypeintheclassroom.com

Skype Connecting
Across Time Zones
Children learnt about different
cultures
Developed children's questioning
skills
Compare and find out similarities
between schools around the world
Contact Skype Master Teachers such as Henry Penfold @penfoldno1

Scratch Maths
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ioe/research/projects/
scratchmaths/curriculum-materials

Hello World Magazine
• https://helloworld.raspberrypi.org/
• Free for teachers
• All KS

Nice article on
STEM by Jon
Chippendal who
presented at our
Hampshire primary
conference last
year
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What really makes a difference?
• Passionate computing lead in primary
• Passionate computing teacher in secondary
• Fights for their subject
• Doesn’t take no for an answer
• Fights for the wider use of technology across the school
–If we retreat into our computing enclave then pupils miss
out on the wider computing curriculum

What really makes a difference?
• A teacher who develops the staff they work with
• Finds out where they are at to start with
• Develops a gradual training program
• Doesn’t accept common myths that hinder teachers using
technology (digital native/digital immigrant) (tech should make
your lessons easier)
• Models good practice and praises others that get on board,
challenges those who seek to leave out computing including SLT.

Thanks for
listening
Crumble Creations
Out End Of July
http://amzn.eu/fAbbuBU

